Combining Ecosystem Services with Cost-Benefit Analysis for Selection of Green and Grey Infrastructure for Flood Protection in a Cultural Setting
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Abstract: The present paper describes a methodological framework that combines ecosystem services (flood protection, education, art/culture, recreation and tourism) with economic analysis for selection of multifunctional measures for flood resilience. The framework includes active stakeholder participation and it consists of the four main components: (1) identification and valuation of ecosystem services pertinent to the project site under various mitigation scenarios, including baseline (pre-mitigation conditions); (2) evaluation of most effective flood mitigation measures through hydrodynamic simulations, and evaluation of economic viability using cost-benefit analysis; (3) selection of measures through consideration of ecosystem services, and solicitation of stakeholders’ inputs; (4) development of the conceptual landscape design. Application of the framework was demonstrated in a case study of Ayutthaya Island, Thailand. Results of our research suggest that taking a holistic perspective of ecosystem services and economic assessments, marshalled through active stakeholder participation, has the potential to achieve more ecologically sustainable and socially acceptable solutions for flood protection in areas with cultural heritage. However, there is still a considerable challenge in taking this framework to a full-scale practical implementation, and this mainly relates to the selection of indicators that can enable proper application of ecosystem services.
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1. Introduction

Despite the great achievements in technological capabilities, the world is being overwhelmed by record disasters such as hurricanes (or tornados), tsunamis, widespread flooding, droughts, and climate extremes, all of which are associated with devastating losses and suffering, that occur almost daily (e.g., [1–4]). However, the majority of these events, although commonly referred to as natural disasters, are, to an ever-increasing extent, directly attributable to the actions of human beings and...
sociotechnical interactions that shape these processes (see, for example, [5–9]). Therefore, the search for optimal configurations of urban water infrastructure systems represents a great challenge for researchers and practitioners (e.g., [10–15]).

The uncertainty brought by climate change (or climate extremes) elevates the above challenge even further. Some of the early efforts associated with the search and selection of stormwater management and flood protection measures were only concerned with economic consideration of structures (e.g., levees, floodwalls, dams, embankments, storage basins, diversions, etc.) with little consideration of other aspects that are nowadays proving to be at least equally (if not more) important than the mere economic analyses. Nowadays, although the approaches for effective decision-making have advanced in many areas, the current practice is still dominated by the traditional cost-benefit type of analysis (i.e., CBA, sometimes also referred to as benefit-cost analysis, BCA). As discussed at some length in [9] and also in [16], this approach may appear appealing, but it is very much a simplistic and limited in relation to aspects such as ethics, culture and ecosystems functioning. A classic example is a cultural heritage asset that may consist of simple materials with little, or insignificant, monetary value, but it can embody immense intangible cultural significance (which can be priceless) to the local community. Furthermore, this approach is also restrictive in dealing with impacts to the low-income residents (and, particularly, those residents of informal or squatter settlements—i.e., slum areas or shanty towns). Therefore, finding the right way forward poses a formidable challenge to researchers and practitioners, and it requires development and application of advanced concepts, framework and tools that can enable holistic planning and working.

The conceptual framework for holistic planning, which is essentially an ecosystem-based framework, has been discussed in [9] and also in [16] (Figure 1). Such framework places human values and those of nature into primary focus, and it assumes the existence of coevolutionary nonlinear interactions between the ever-changing social, technical and natural processes. It suggests that adaptive capacity is created and constrained by understanding interactions between different aspects and phenomena. As mentioned earlier, the evidence available from current practice suggests that there is a clear lack of integration between economic and social and cultural considerations within the analyses, and this emerges as a major hindrance for selecting sustainable measures for flood resilience. Some of these observations are already highlighted in the Chengdu Declaration for Action of the UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR). Furthermore, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [17] Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) argues strongly for frameworks or approaches that can better understand not only physical and social systems generating hazard and risk but also their interactions and contexts across different scales, and it highlights that they must be at the forefront of improved agendas for adaptive risk governance [16].
As illustrated in [16], a conceptual framework for holistic planning (Figure 1) progresses beyond the traditional integrated urban flood management approach in a series of domains:

- Adopts a holistic vision—one that gives a more profound attention to primary values (i.e., values that concern human well-being, culture, ethics, ecosystems functioning, etc.).
- Undertakes a transdisciplinary way of working to gain an understanding of the coevolving processes between nature, society and technology—one that transcends the boundaries of scientific disciplines by bringing together humanities, science and technology.
- Aims towards selection and design of resilient and adaptive measures and policies—one that is not only directed towards single benefits but also towards multiple benefits to services and functions of urban ecosystems while being flexible in response to actual or changing expectations in climate or other drivers of risk.
- Enables active stakeholder participation—one that brings together individuals and key organisations who share an interest in, and responsibility for, solving problems throughout the entire risk governance process.

The present paper describes an attempt to incorporate the principles of ecosystem services into the practical methodological framework that combines ecosystem services with cost-benefit analysis for the selection of flood protection measures in a cultural setting. The methodology developed is based on the use of quantitative and qualitative data and methods. The quantitative methods employ mathematical, probabilistic and monetary evaluation (hence, they are applied in hazard assessment through physically-based models and estimation of tangible damages), whereas qualitative methods employ perceptive, sensuous-intuitive and subjective methods for capturing stakeholders’ experiences and evidence (these are typically derived through interviews and consultations). The work described here demonstrates how a combination of quantitative and qualitative data and methods can be used in a complementary and transdisciplinary way of working. The work is demonstrated in a case study of Ayutthaya, Thailand.

2. The Methodological Framework

Figure 2 depicts the key steps of the methodological framework developed and used in the present work. The following steps are included within the framework: (1) Ecosystem services identification and valuation; (2) Evaluation of mitigation scenarios, hydrodynamic flood simulations, and cost-benefit valuation of mitigation measures; (3) Selection of measures; and (4) Development of the conceptual landscape layout plan.

![Figure 2](image-url)
2.1. The Concept of Ecosystem Services

The concept of ecosystem services forms an important part in the present framework. It has been referred to as the benefits that humans derive from functioning ecosystems [18]. It is concerned with safeguarding of social and natural systems from hazards (e.g., floods), while promoting those primary values, and it necessitates a synergic relation between the flood-related activities (i.e., security) on one side and the delivery of ecosystem services on the other. The concept of ecosystem services provides a structured way of addressing and understanding the synergies, interactions, linkages, interdependencies and trade-offs between, social, technical and natural systems. It “separates” the world between ecosystem services and constituents of well-being (Figure 3).

Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual framework for ecosystem assessment that considers linkages between the following main components: ecosystems and their services (i.e., ecosystems and ecosystem services), human well-being and poverty reduction (ecosystem services and human well-being), and indirect and direct drivers of change (see also [19]). It also considers multiple temporal and spatial scales and integrates feedback loops between the components, thus allowing for a dynamic, or a holistic, perspective. By examining the environment through interactions and linkages, it enables a more effective way of identifying how changes in ecosystems can influence human well-being, where the security from flood disasters is just one aspect, and provides information in a form that decision-makers can weigh alongside other information such as social, ethical, cultural, technical and economic.

As depicted in Figure 3, the concept of ecosystem services can be classified into four distinct categories: provisioning services, regulating services, habitat or supporting services and cultural services. The present work deals with ecosystem services that mainly originate from the cultural and regulating categories, namely:

- **Regulating Services**—flood disturbance regulation, water regulation,
- **Cultural Services**—aesthetic, recreation and tourism, scientific and educational, spiritual and religious.
2.2. The Concept of Cost-Benefit Analysis

The Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA, used interchangeably with “benefit-cost analysis” in the literature and practice) is a concept routinely used in engineering for screening and ranking of the proposed projects by their economic efficiency. In practice, the proof of a project’s economic viability is typically evaluated using this technique. The quantitative indicator is a Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR), which, within a mitigation project framework, can be defined in a simplified manner as:

\[
BCR = \frac{Loss_{\text{Pre}} - Loss_{\text{Post}}}{\sum Costs}
\]  

(1)

where:

- \(Loss_{\text{Pre}}\) denotes losses recorded for base conditions (before mitigation),
- \(Loss_{\text{Post}}\) denotes residual losses, recorded with mitigation in place, and
- \(\sum Costs\) denotes the sum of all project and maintenance costs, accumulated over the life of project.

The numerator in the above equation represents potential losses that can avoided due to mitigation, which are also known as “mitigation benefits”. Figure 4 depicts the basic concept of mitigation benefits, which is illustrated as a highlighted area between pre- and post-mitigation damage curves. While the mitigation project usually aims to eliminate most of the losses up to a design level of protection, the more benefits that can be realised, the stronger the economic viability of the project.

![Figure 4](image-url) 

**Figure 4.** Illustration of the concept of mitigation benefits, defined as an integrated area of difference between two sets of damage curves, for pre-mitigation and post-mitigation conditions. Note the assumption of zero residual losses, up to the design level of protection. The magnitude of flooding events is in correlation with their return periods. All numeric values are arbitrary and for illustration purposes.

While the analysis of project costs can be a relatively straightforward task, the definition and quantification of losses is a much more complex part, specifically when the project is placed within the framework of ecosystem services. Traditionally, losses (or damages) can be broadly categorized as follows:
Direct Losses

- Physical Damages: buildings, contents, infrastructure, site contamination, vehicles, equipment, landscaping;
- Emergency Management: costs for emergency operations centers, evacuations and rescues, security, temporary protective measures, and debris removal and cleanup;

Indirect Losses

- Loss of Function: functional down time, lost wages, loss of public services, loss of emergency services;
- Casualties: deaths, injuries, and illnesses.

With the introduction of the ecosystem services concept, the potential for recognizing new mitigation benefits (as a function of avoided losses) can be increased substantially, provided that the pertinent ecosystem services can be valued adequately. Within the ecosystems, there are generally three valuation domains—ecological, socio-cultural and economic (see, for example, [20,21]). Within the urban areas with cultural assets, the ecological domain does not play a significant role, while the role of the other two domains becomes more prominent.

Within the socio-cultural and economic domains, the services with the highest potential of mitigation benefits are the cultural services (where the socio-cultural input from stakeholders plays an important aspect) and the regulation services (where the proposed flood mitigation alternatives are the direct drivers of benefits).

In conjunction with the engineering design, optimization and modelling for viable mitigation scenarios, CBA (or BCA) is a principal step in trade-off analysis, aimed at technical and economic evaluation of mitigation alternatives.

3. The Notion of Multifunctionality

There is a strong connection between ecosystem services and multifunctional land use. “Multifunctionality” has become a popular term in landscape design and planning. It has been particularly influential in Europe, and it has been associated with protective and creative measures promoted through the European Landscape Convention ([22]) and with nature-based solutions (green infrastructure) through the European Environment Agency ([23]). To respond to some of the great challenges such as the urbanization growth (e.g., [24,25]), inefficient drainage (and flood protection) systems, lack of biodiversity and climate change (e.g., [26]), it is required to change not only the thinking in terms of traditional flood management, which places a greater focus on grey infrastructure (pipes, concrete channels and other hard core engineering measures), but also the traditional landscape planning practice and much more on integration between the two, resulting in multifunctional green infrastructure approach (see also [14]).

According to [27], multifunctional land-use is achieved if at least one of the following four conditions is met: (1) increase in the efficiency of land-use (intensification of land use); (2) interweaving of land-use (which they define as the use of the same area for several functions); (3) use of the third dimension of the land (i.e., vertical space such as the below and/or above ground level along with the surface area); and (4) use of the fourth dimension of the land (i.e., over a certain time frame). Therefore, it is important to consider not only the number of functions (diversity) but also the use of vertical space and time in developing multifunctional landscapes. Given the importance of temporal analysis, the use of one- and two-dimensional numerical hydrodynamic models has proved to be invaluable (e.g., [28–30]). However, there are numerous issues associated with data, models and mapping of results and so they require careful consideration (see, for example, [31–42]).

In [43], the authors gave a definition of multifunctional landscape as a space at which different material processes in nature and society can take place simultaneously. According to them,
multifunctionality in landscapes relates to the co-existence of different spheres such as ecology, economics, culture, history and aesthetics.

In flood risk management, open detention basins (with flood detention as a primary function) offer a great potential for multifunctional use during dry weather. For this reason, municipalities in many countries have been implementing floodplain or detention basins for the purpose of achieving multifunctional use during dry weather ([44]). The notion of multifunctionality also has been taken into consideration as a criteria for the selection of measures within the present framework.

4. Demonstration of the Framework

4.1. Case Study Area

The case study area used in the present work is Koh Mueng in Phra Nakorn Si Ayutthaya province, which is about 80 km north of Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand. The precise geographical location is 14°21′08″ N latitude and 100°33′38″ E longitude. It has an area of 7 km² and is surrounded with three rivers, namely Chao Phraya River, Pasak River, and Lop Buri River. The land-use is primarily residential with some minor commercial activities. Since it is surrounded by three rivers, Koh Mueng is also called Ayutthaya City Island. Very often, this area has been subject to flood incidents that were primarily due to high water levels in three rivers (i.e., fluvial flooding). There are also examples of incidents where the flooding was caused by heavy rainfall, as ground level is relatively low (i.e., pluvial flooding), resulting in a long inundation ([45]). The flood protection of the area consists of a dyke at +5.30 m mean sea level (MSL) as a primary measure. Despite this dyke, the Ayutthaya Island was greatly affected during the severe flood in 2011, estimated to have an approximately 100-year return interval.

The lowest area is situated on the southwest of the Island, which has an elevation at about 2.5 m MSL, where the flood water accumulates during flood events. The Historic City of Ayutthaya was inscribed on the World Heritage List according to criterion III, since Ayutthaya is identified “to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living or which has disappeared” [46].

The designated area of the World Heritage property, presently at 289 ha, is confined to the former Royal Palace precinct and its immediate surroundings and covers the most important sites and monuments and ensures the preservation of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (Figure 5). Initially, it was intended to manage the remaining historic monuments through complementary planning and protection controls; however, present economic and social factors warrant an extension of the historical park to cover the whole of Ayutthaya Island for the protection of all associated ancient monuments and sites as well as to strengthen the integrity of the World Heritage property.

4.2. Application of the Framework

The framework applied in the case study work is based on the following four steps (see also Figure 2):

(1) **Identification and valuation of ecosystem services** pertinent to the project site under various mitigation scenarios, including baseline (pre-mitigation conditions);
Evaluation of the most effective flood mitigation measures through hydrodynamic simulations, and evaluation of economic viability using benefit-cost analysis;

Selection of flood management measures through consideration of ecosystem services, and through solicitation of public and stakeholders input;

Development of the conceptual landscape layout plan.

The case study work started with acquisition of essential data via experts, stakeholders, site surveys, and interviews. The data included: hydrological and hydraulic data (i.e., rainfall time series, drainage system), geographical data (i.e., digital elevation model, DEM, GIS data, land use), existing flood protection system of the case study, holistic and long-term planning of flood mitigation in the study area and stakeholder needs and preferences. Based on the extensive stakeholder consultations and through the review of historical cultural heritage records, the following ecosystem services were found to be pertinent to the present work:

(a) flood regulation (regulating category);
(b) aesthetic (cultural category);
(c) recreation and tourism (cultural category);
(d) scientific and educational (cultural category);
(e) spiritual and religious (cultural category).

For the ecosystem services identified above, a combination of monetary (mainly flood regulation through flood mitigation measures) and qualitative (based on stakeholder inputs and cultural assets’ significance) indicators were identified.

Following the identification of applicable ecosystem services, the so-called “constituents of well-being” were also identified (security from flood disasters, shelters in case of flood disasters and community cohesion), and these were also taken into consideration. A series of interviews were carried out in order to obtain inputs from communities and key organizational stakeholders.

The next step involved the use of hydrologic, morphologic, meteorological, land-use and hydraulic data and historic records to set up a detailed 1D/2D model. This was done in the MIKE FLOOD™ modelling system developed by DHI™ (https://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/mike-flood), and 1D MIKE 11™ was used for river modeling (Figure 6). The time-series containing discharges (C.13 and RAMA VI) and water levels (FORT CHULA) were used as external boundary conditions for the 1D model. These data were recorded by the Royal Irrigation Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (RID/MOAC) (http://www.rid.go.th/eng/ and https://eng.moac.go.th/main.php?filename=main) during the 2011 flood event. The model instantiation and calibration were originally undertaken in the study of Keerakamolchai [47], and the same model was further enhanced to suit the present study objectives.

The evaluation of effective flood mitigation measures was conducted through several sub-steps, including assessment of flood hazards, assessment of physical and economic vulnerability, and assessment of ecosystem service values. Figure 6 depicts the schematization of the 1D/2D model used in the present work.

To produce flood hazard information, model simulations were performed for different scenarios, including regional flood mitigation measures, local measures, and combination of regional and local measures (Table 1). Figure 7 illustrated an example of model results for different mitigation scenarios, expressed through 2D raster-based flood water depth grids.

Three groups of scenarios with different mitigation measures were analysed and compared against the existing scenario (i.e., existing drainage management and flood protection). The regional mitigation measures include an Ayutthaya bypass channel with a capacity of 1200 m$^3$ and the Chainat-Pasak canal with a capacity of 1000 m$^3$. Local mitigation measures include increasing retention/detention pond areas, reviving ancient canals, and increasing the dike height (around the U-Thong Road, which runs along the edge of the island). These measures are varied and their effects are modelled using...
1D/2D models. An overview of key scenarios containing different mitigation measures is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Mitigation Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Existing drainage management and flood protection (existing scenario)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Construction of Ayutthaya bypass channel (regional measure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Construction of Ayutthaya bypass channel and Chainat-Pasak canal (regional measures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Increase of the U-Thong Road dike height and reinstatement of Ancient canals (local measures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ayutthaya Bypass Channel + Increasing Dike Height (combination of regional and local measures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ayutthaya Bypass Channel + Ponds + Ancient Canals (combination of regional and local measures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ayutthaya Bypass Channel + Increasing Dike Height + Ponds + Ancient Canals (combination of regional and local measures)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Illustration of the 1D/2D MIKEFLOOD model set up, which was used in the present work (the square shaded symbol represents the Ayutthaya region, which is the extent of the 2D model domain). The two circles, C.13 and RAMA VI denote upstream inflow points (i.e., upstream boundary conditions). The triangle FORT CHULA denotes the downstream tidal point at Fort Chula, Gulf of Thailand (i.e., downstream boundary condition). The horizontal and vertical axes show longitude and latitude positions.

Figure 7 shows examples of model results with channel flows generated by the coupled 1D/2D model superimposed on the flood plain identified by a Digital TerrainModel (DTM) of the 2D ground surface. The derived variables are calculated for every cell at every time step, and they can be animated as a time–varying thematic map. A derived data set shown in Figure 7 is the peak flood water depth data set, that is, the peak value of flood water depth for a particular scenario, regardless of time.

Scenarios given in Table 1 were further evaluated by assessing vulnerabilities to the flood hazard in the case study area. Of the four major vulnerability components (physical, economic, social, and cultural), cost-benefit analysis evaluated direct and indirect losses (or damages) through physical vulnerability of the building stock, infrastructure and cultural artifacts, and economic vulnerability of the study area, including the tourism industry. Physical vulnerability of the buildings was also
quantified utilizing pertinent depth-damage functions for typical local building types (Figure 8) and intersecting them with flood hazards for each mitigation scenario.

Figure 7. Example of the model simulation results, expressing computed flood depths for different combinations of flood protection measures ((a) current situation—Scenario 1, or “business as usual”; (b) combination of measures—Scenario 4, and (c) combination of measures—Scenario 7), 2011 flood event. The combination of measures included a variety of measures such as regional, local and combinations between regional and local (Table 1).

Table 1.

Figure 8. Depth-damage functions for Ayutthaya.
Figure 9 presents general physical vulnerability of building stock in Ayutthaya, where buildings were categorized into objects with high, medium and low vulnerability, depending on the construction type and their proximity to flood hazards. Figure 10 depicts an example of economic vulnerability analysis, where economic zones were also labeled with high, medium and low vulnerability, depending on the type of services offered with respect to the tourist industry.

**Figure 9.** Illustration of the physical vulnerability of the Ayutthaya building stock to flood hazard (details). Categorization based on the type of local architecture and its structural resilience to floods, expressed through pertinent depth-damage functions.

**Figure 10.** Illustration of the economic vulnerability of the Ayutthaya commercial zones to floods. Categorization is based on the type of services offered with respect to the tourist industry.
The subsequent cost-benefit analysis incorporated monetary values for physical and economic vulnerability and other quantifiable direct and indirect simulated losses, including monetized valuations for some of the ecosystem services. The resulting comparison of the mitigation scenarios indicated that a variety of local green and grey infrastructure (e.g., multifunctional detention facilities combined with enhancement of local drainage network mainly though revitalized ancient drainage system) is socially and culturally most acceptable and the most effective solution economically.

The next step involved confirmation of the technical analysis by soliciting input from the community groups and key stakeholder organisations. While the cost-benefit analysis indicated the most cost effective and technically feasible solution, the incorporation of community/stakeholder inputs and preferences was the most dominant aspect used in the selection of individual measures. The group workshops and public solicitations were sought to address the social and cultural vulnerability of the Ayutthaya site, and to address the concerns related to their cultural heritage, so that the proposed flood mitigation measures would enhance the cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual ecosystem services, rather than reducing them. The participants were encouraged to address these issues and produce a consensus-based, composite risk assessment of the area (based on their perceptions and experiences), further narrowing the location of the proposed flood mitigation measures. Figure 11b depicts a composite risk perception map of the area (see also [48]).

![Figure 11. (a) stakeholder consultations and (b) illustration of the composite risk perception map, based on stakeholders' inputs [48].](image)

All relevant inputs from community groups and key stakeholder organisations were combined with technical (numerical modelling) and cost-benefit analyses, and the details of the proposed flood mitigation measures were identified. The selection process also incorporated the analyses of topography, land-use and drainage system characteristics (e.g., the area with lowest elevations proved to be the most suitable location for ponds and so on, Figure 12). The individual characteristics of cultural assets (which ranged from structural integrity to cultural, spiritual and religious significance) were also taken into the analysis.

The final set of measures involved a combination between regional and local measures (Figure 13). This stage of the analysis involved a landscape design with a layout plan, production of cross-sections, and development of the appropriate material for stakeholder consultations. The key stakeholders consulted throughout this process were: the Ministry of Culture Fine Arts Department, local communities, the government, UNESCO Bangkok, and the Royal irrigation department.
The framework involved four main components: (1) identification and valuation of ecosystem services, rather than reducing them. The participants were encouraged to address these issues and produce a consensus-based, composite risk assessment of the area (based on their perceptions and experiences), further narrowing the location of the proposed flood mitigation measures. Figure 11b depicts a composite risk perception map of the area (see also [48]).

Figure 12. Analysis of locations for potential flood mitigation measures. Arrows indicate the flood propagation towards the southwest region.

Figure 13. Final set of flood protection measures in Ayutthaya (grey infrastructure: dike, canals, pumping stations; green infrastructure: multifunctional detention and retention ponds, stormwater harvesting and reuse, productive landscapes, etc.).

5. Conclusions

The present paper demonstrates a methodological framework that incorporates some important ecosystem services (flood regulation, education, art/culture, recreation and tourism) into the selection and design of green and grey infrastructure measures for flood protection at the Ayutthaya Heritage Site in Thailand. The work presented described a framework that combines qualitative and quantitative data and methods for selection of green and grey infrastructure for flood protection in a cultural setting. The framework involved four main components: (1) identification and valuation of ecosystem services.
pertinent to the project site under various mitigation scenarios, including baseline (pre-mitigation conditions); (2) evaluation of the most effective flood mitigation measures through hydrodynamic simulations, and economic viability using cost-benefit analysis; (3) selection of flood protection measures through consideration of ecosystem services and community/stakeholder inputs; and (4) development of the conceptual landscape layout plan.

The process involved extensive stakeholder participation activities through interviews, questionnaires, consultation meetings, and workshops. Locations of flood protection measures were identified by considering topography, significance of cultural heritage assets, land-use and drainage system characteristics.

The work performed suggests that taking a holistic perspective through ecosystem services and economic assessments, marshalled through active stakeholder participation, has the potential to achieve more ecologically sustainable and socially acceptable solutions for flood protection in areas with cultural heritage. However, there is still a considerable challenge in taking this framework to a full-scale practical implementation, and this is mainly directed towards the development of appropriate indicators that can reflect various aspects of ecosystem services.
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